The AAAS Observer

Psychologists and Psychiatrists as Expert Witnesses: R. D. Fowler and J. D. Matarazzo; D. Faust and J. Ziskin • IIASA's Credibility: S. Mac Lane • BEIR IV Report: W. H. Ellett

Science and the Party Platforms • Advice on a Science Adviser
The SSC and the Environment • A Biotech Enterprise Soviet Style • Journals No Longer Censored • A Minor Identity Crisis
Du Pont Stakes Claim on Superconductor Rights • Drug Wars: Legalization Gets a Hearing
Pay Cap for Grantees Has Up Side for NSF Britain to Set Science, Math Goals for Kids

How Many Ways Can Halley Spin?
Another Asteroid Has Turned Comet
Computer-Drawn Pictures Stalk the Wild Trajectory • Fatal Attractions?
"Abzymes" Make Their Mark?
Fetal Panel to Meet
Random Samples: Science and the Democrats • Adopt a Scientist • Can't Stand Up for Falling Down • Required Reading

The Tritium Factor as a Forcing Function in Nuclear Arms Reduction Talks: J. C. Mark, T. D. Davies, M. M. Hoening, P. L. Leventhal • Limits on Nuclear Materials for Arms Reduction: Complexities and Uncertainties: W. G. Sutcliffe

Desiccation of the Aral Sea: A Water Management Disaster in the Soviet Union: P. P. Micklin
Chemistry of the Metal-Polymer Interfacial Region: H. Leidheiser, Jr., and P. D. Deck
DNA Binding by Proteins: R. Schleif


Bulk Superconductivity at 122 K in Tl(Ba, Ca)₂Ca₂Cu₄O₁₀+δ with Four Consecutive Copper Layers: P. Haldar, K. Chen, B. Maheswaran, A. Rong-Janicki, N. K. Jaggi, R. S. Markiewicz, B. C. Giessen